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More than four million indigenous people have received 
healthcare at official or subsidized medical centres: an immense 
effort of organisation, commitment and money, a result of which 
we can be justifiably proud.

Governor Ryckmans, Etapes et Jalons, 1946.
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Rural Hospitals:
∙ Administrative division
∙ Demography
∙ Nosology (sickness)
∙ Accessibility

∙ Use of type-plans



Type Plan, 1948
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Urban Hospitals:
Politique de Rapprochement

Hospitals for Europeans and those destined to 
indigenous should be juxtaposed, …, in order to 
permit common use of technical installations which, up 
until today, have always been split.





Complexe Hospitalier, Bukavu

Hôpital des Congolais, Léopoldville



Hôpital des Congolais, architect Van Malleghem, Elisabethville



Van Malleghem , 1954





‘[A juxtaposition] will bring about great inconveniences: 
massas of indigenous Congolese in the proximity of 
the hospital of Whites, funeral jeremiads, etc...’

Comité Urbain, 1944



‘The reasons are efficient use of equipment and 
personnel in the common services. It’s impossible to 
double all the specialists, this is absolutely necessary
and the whole medical staff agrees on this subject.

‘Grouping the two hospitals is also necessary for 
political reasons: there can be no politics based on the 
colour of skin.’

Inspector General of Medical Service, 1951



‘I think that we have to denounce juxtaposing hospitals
for non-civilised Blacks and for educated persons of 
two colours on the terrain available.

Secretary General Sand, 1951
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Final proposal, 1954



‘C’est également le grand centre d’hygiène pour une
communauté qui a besoin d’une aide efficace à son
développement, et où l’indigène peut rouver un
réconfort moral aussi bien que physique.’

Van Malleghem, 1954





1st Proposition

‘A first project envisioned the implantation of the hospital
symmetrical to the existing road network. …

The orientation was exclusively dictated by the 
symmetrical structure of the plan.’

Van Malleghem, 1954



Final Proposition

‘A first project envisioned the implantation of the hospital
symmetrical to the existing road network. …

The orientation was exclusively dictated by the 
symmetrical structure of the plan.’
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‘The blacks are cold. We need to find a way to capture 
the calorific power in the early morning..’

‘The verandahs … also fulfill the function of modulating 
insulation.’

Van Malleghem, 1954



Rooms for upper class Congolese

‘I was never personnally convinced of adopting such type 
of luxurious construction.’

‘The service in a hospital of the vertical type, completely 
modern, is not possible at the moment, and will not be 
for a long time, with autochtonous personnel still very 
close to its primitive life.

Secretary General Sand, 1954



With preliminary means, an additional ward was 
constructed by closing the verandah. Nonetheless, the 
beds still are still piled up together and some of them are 
used by more than one patient.

Essor du Congo, February 4, 1956
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Van Malleghem , 1954
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